Introduction
Non random sampling and random sampling of statistical conclusion most cases is very different, even if the random sampling, its credibility is debatable, does not have a single sample the study on scientific conclusion defects in itself, and here we try to clarify the problem by instance.
The Actual Problem Common Statistical Problems of an Instance
A community of 82.8% of people accept the theory of "XXX" propaganda, thinks that the theory is true, the good and the beautiful, to persuade a person's heart, but only 11.2% of people think is evil, the rest of them did not comment, no results.
Conclusion "Sociology" Conclusion of the Ordinary People
According to the interpretation of the sociology meaning, general conclusion that should accept 82.8% answer results: namely, since there are so many people all think that is right, you should obey the minority is subordinate to the majority decision principle [1] , this theory is true, the good and the beautiful, to persuade a person's heart! Here we first not talk about wrong where!
Rulers of "Political Science" Conclusion
As this theory is true, the good and beautiful, to persuade the name of a person's heart, encouraging good people or its bad consciousness by way of self-harm, intimidation and deliberately cause social contradictions of evil, should be resolutely banned it and wipe out, for the purpose of this political stability [2] management way, was the public to accept.
General Scholars "Statistical" Conclusion
From a statistical point of view, based on the statistical inference theory of understanding are wrong [3] , since in an overall (for the moment don't care how much the overall number of overall unit, is a sample for all communities, regardless of the large sample or a small sample) is more than 82% of people believe that the theory is true, the good and the beautiful, to persuade a person's heart, then from the general scholars, non-professional statistics "common sense", "false" wrong understanding of small probability events [4] , the small probability events in one experiment, may not happen now that happened, so, according to the research of the observation, can't refuse the above conclusion, namely seems shall be subject to this conclusion. Shall not discuss its actually true or not!
Then the Problem of Actual Conclusion -Real Statistical Conclusion
In fact, the scientific statistical inference theory and a risk function problem [5] , and any kind of statistical inference is has certain risk, the risk is the conclusion of the size of the abandoned true and the false promise a sex, the problem of the understanding of the practical conclusion is only 11.8% conclusion may be correct: namely the theories are evil.
The Contradiction between Actual Problem that Conclusion Root Dialysis

Conclusion Contradictions on the Same Problem in the Performance Comparison
For the same problem at the root of the holding different views often vary from person to person, because the professional orientation of each individual difference is very big, this in itself does not exist. Reason is that the distinction between different disciplines, it is because of the interdisciplinary research objects and methods are different, their own law of development would have been almost completely different, but the principles underlying the development of a research object itself is a dispute, so for the same problem of study Angle actually become individual researchers make conclusions will naturally have differences. In fact, every view has its fundamental reason of perseverance, this is caused by the limitations of different disciplines, it is also the basis of different disciplines, based on the different point of view there should be different or even opposite. Below is provided for in this paper, the original problem with some of the performance and on the basis of analysis of different conclusions. (see Table 1 ) Focus on national politics: harm national political stability and security, undermine the normal order operation [1] .
General scholar's statistics
More than 82% of people believe that is correct, then from the general sense of statistics, we should accept this conclusion.
Most of the concentration of Willingness [1] :Statistics "mode" feature refers to the common understanding of the conclusion is a conformity results, which caters to the judgment of sociology.
Statistics of professional scholars
11.8% understanding of the conclusion may be correct.
The community does not represent all the communities all across the country, is only a community individuals, is actually a child samples, and not scientific sampling [1] . In fact, even random subsample its distribution form does not necessarily consistent with the overall distribution.
The Contradiction of Different Conclusion on the Same Issue Root Dialysis
Conclusion Dialysis of Sociology of the Ordinary People
General explanation of the common social people is to most people the answer results indicate that the majority of an objective (answer) the proportion of the number of data wishes, the most people's common wish is not always right, but in general most people are of the opinion correct probability than the correct probability of one or a few opinions are higher [1] . As for the personal judgment of the individual consciousness psychology is really right and wrong is not guarantee, because usually, rational judgment of the individual is limited, more is to consider the personal gain or loss. Even that all the people of the community are the answer results, still can not guarantee the correctness of this conclusion.
Rulers of Politics Conclusion Dialysis
Rulers political management purpose only one, safeguard the order of the country ordering, stabilization, safe, and the pursuit of power the consistency of the results, the conclusion is very clear the purpose of the unity of political rule, inability to consider the authenticity of the conclusion what is wrong here also, but the pursuit of a country or an organization in politics and national security on the highly centralized power, authority is second to none. That is to say as long as endangering people's life and interests, in violation of state policies, laws and fundamental system, affecting the safety of national orderly, stability and order shall be qualitative as immoral, should be resolutely banned it.
The General Scholars Statistical Conclusion Dialysis
General scholars on overall statistical conclusion is from the sample (the actual overall or original overall), it is based on the basis of scientific sampling to obtain a sample of individuals of all samples (relative sample overall (here refers to according to the views of mathematical statistics to extract each child samples of sample collection, according to the overall or general relativity can call samples sampling in general) is concerned), in fact, the sample itself is not random, that is said is not scientific extraction, in a sense, it is a typical sample, the conclusion has strictly speaking it is not the result of the inference, as a typical sample is not a representative sample of statistical inference.
In fact there is another problem in the study of statistics is statistically paradox, the following is a famous example.
A market survey of 100 customers, asking them to rank A, B, C three kinds of cosmetics, results are as follows:
1) two-thirds of customers like A rather than B, 2) two-thirds of customers prefer B to C. Asked whether most prefer A to C customers? A) to B) wrong The problem as a result, the choice of whether to choose right and wrong are feasible and infeasible.
The problem comes from the famous Arnold paradox, Kenneth Arnold proving, a perfect democratic election system is impossible, was awarded the Nobel Prize for economics in 1972 [2] .
The Statistical Conclusion Dialysis of Academics
To this problem, the statistical data processing to the conclusion that solve the problem of who wins who negative, is not completely solve the problem of who wrong who is right.
Why in this community will only 11.2% conclusion may be true, this problem the answer could be just what the reason is that the sample get all samples representative of the worst of a sample, that is to say any other subsample conclusion answer than the sample have been closer to the actual overall results. In fact from scholars or researchers professional statistical point of view, this point we are still not very guaranteed.
About these answers or advice the real right and otherwise is another problem that believe in "preacher" induction and the influence of propaganda and even misleading.
Principle of the minority is subordinate to the majority of the value orientation is "reasonable", but not necessarily "right", as the legal opinions on the reasonable and fair is the same with the contradiction between the legal.
Conclusion The Revelation
For an actual problem correctly or not a conclusive judgement, and this research question is directly related to the nature and the ultimate goal, but real statistical conclusion must follow the scientific analysis of the law, not "to the point with surface", especially not biased, limited only limited vision, and jump to conclusions. Some people say also calculate, this will not affect the overall interests of the country or organization, then it doesn't matter; Some conclusions will affect other people's life and property, has great side effects such as medical treatment problem; if in the kingdom of political orientation, weaker) may be at risk, that is to be moral foundation (learning) enough is not doing enough; So as a statistical economist particularly influential authority or agency delivered an important problem of conclusions and recommendations, must be careful! With scientific conclusions, to gain the respect of science economist! Essentially the real meaning of statistics as the British renowned geneticist Galton (1822-1911) put forward the point of view: "when human science in the problems encountered in the jungle explorer insuperable barrier, the only statistical tool for its opening a forward channel". "There is no statistics, there can be other science, but very small". So accurate understanding of statistical theory and the correct use of statistical methods, to make a final conclusion, more in need of special caution.
To be Sure
Here, we did not give this problem of specific statistical scientific conclusion, the reason is: on the one hand, it is a multidisciplinary argument, arguments, will have a rival in a mutual recognition of public basis. Specific statistical scientific conclusion, on the other hand, involves the did not answer the question, this is a proportional inference problem, want to use population variance or its estimate or sample variance, if ignored the people did not answer, then according to the usual proportion of inference to solve is a very simple question. If there are any readers need, you can reply to contact the author.
